Nitrogenase, the enzyme responsible for biological nitrogen ®xation, catalyses the ATPdependent reduction of dinitrogen to ammonia (Howard & Rees, 1994; Burgess & Lowe, 1996) . The X-ray crystal structures of the homodimeric Fe protein (Georgiadis et al., 1992) and the 2 2 tetrameric MoFe protein (Kim & Rees, 1992) have been determined. The Fe protein contains a single [4Fe±4S] cluster located at the dimer interface, while the MoFe protein contains two copies each of two different redox centres: the P clusters and FeMo cofactor. The P clusters are located at the interface of the subunits and the FeMo cofactor centres are buried in the subunits some 20 A Ê from the P clusters. It has been proposed that ATP hydrolysis by the Fe protein in the electron-transfer complex results in a conformational change, which allows electron transfer from the [4Fe±4S] centre of the Fe protein to the FeMo cofactor by way of the P cluster of the MoFe protein (Howard & Rees, 1994) .
The formation of a transient electrontransfer complex between the MoFe protein (Kp1 or Av1, where Kp refers to Klebsiella pneumoniae and Av refers to Azotobacter vinelandii) and the Fe protein (Kp2 or Av2) is an essential feature of the mechanism of nitrogenase. The two-component protein complex of nitrogenase is stabilized by aluminium tetra¯uoride (AlF 4 ) in combination with ADP (Renner & Howard, 1996; Duyvis et al., 1996) , which traps an inactive transition-state complex. A low-resolution ($15 A Ê ) structure of Kp1Á(ADPÁAlF À 4 ÁKp2) 2 was determined using solution X-ray scattering data and was compared with the docking model (Kim & Rees, 1992) . The results given in refer to measurements where a small contribution ($3±5%) of free (unbound) Kp2 was still present in the solution. Since then, the puri®cation of the transition-state complex has been improved and a cleaner complex sample was prepared, which is the subject of this report. This accounts for the slight differences (Figs. 2a and 2b ) compared with the molecular envelope presented initially. Although the scattering data were independently measured for two different complexes with different experimental set-ups, the scattering curves for the two complexes agree very closely, indi- Comparison of solution X-ray scattering pro®les of the ADPÁAlF À 4 -stabilized nitrogenase complexes from A. vinelandii (blue) and K. pneumoniae (red). The scattering data for Kp1Á(ADPÁAlF À 4 ÁKp2) 2 were collected at the SRS at Daresbury on sample concentrations of 1±5 mg ml À1 (data of 2 mg ml À1 shown), while the data for Av1Á(ADPÁAlF À 4 ÁAv2) 2 complex were collected at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory on sample concentrations of 2±15 mg ml À1 (6 mg ml À1 shown, which exhibits better statistics in the outermost scattering region). Concentration-dependent measurements are necessary owing to interference effects in the very low angle region for this complex (as seen here). Consequently, the ®nal scattering pro®le is obtained by an extrapolation to zero concentration. The quality of agreement for the two scattering curves measured at different experimental facilities is remarkable; the slight deviation at the very low scattering angle primarily arises from slight aggregation effects owing to the higher concentrations of the Av complex.
scienti®c comments cating that they possess similar solution structures. From the new scattering data for the Kp1Á(ADPÁAlF À 4 ÁKp2) 2 complex (Fig. 1) , a low-resolution molecular structure has been obtained, which is shown superimposed on the docking model (Fig. 2a) and crystal structure (Fig. 2b ) of the Av1Á(ADPÁAlF À 4 ÁAv2) 2 complex. Procedures concerning the shape calculations from solution-scattering pro®les are described elsewhere in more detail (Hao et al., 1999; Svergun et al., 1995 Svergun et al., , 1997 . R factors between the observed and calculated scattering data of 0.284 and 0.080 were obtained using the atomic coordinates of the rigid-body docked computer model and the crystal structure of the Av complex, respectively. This reduction in R factor is consistent with similar Fe protein conformational changes taking place in the complexes for both species, in agreement with observations that the Av2±Kp1 and Kp2±Av1 heterocomplexes are fully active (Emerich et al., 1981) .
The agreement between scattering curves of the complex from two different species strongly suggests that their respective transition-state complexes are very similar, and that the good ®t between the crystallographic model and the model deduced from scattering data alone (albeit at low resolution) suggests the complex is the same in both.
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